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If you’re in charge, every day’s a red day.

The threats are real, your needs are urgent and the

stakes are high. You’ve been given the responsibility

and the authority, so you plan and prepare like

there’s no tomorrow. You coordinate with other

departments and agencies, oversee the training of

your front-line personnel, and give your commanders

the right tools and equipment necessary to take 

control of any situation. You give them Pierce.

Homeland security. Law Enforcement. Fire and rescue. First responders. Years of training come down to split seconds. Organizations that Americans count

on—whether local, state or federal—continue to prepare for new threats. Pierce knows the challenges you face and provides the vehicles to help you 

confidently take charge of any situation—from terrorism to natural disasters. Choose a Pierce® first response vehicle, and you’ll receive the credibility,

reliability and expertise you need to handle extrication, HazMat, tactical response, bomb response, firefighting and mobile command situations. In addition,

Pierce® Flex Financing offers a financing plan tailored to your specific needs, no matter what apparatus you choose and no matter how your payments are

made. And, Pierce will help with federal funding, grants and other program opportunities. The job demands instant performance. So do you. Respond with

confidence. Respond with Pierce’s legendary quality, world-class technology and state-of-the-art innovations.
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In Fire Rescue, years of training come down to split
seconds. The job demands instant performance. So do you.
Respond with confidence. Respond with legendary Pierce quality,
world-class technology and state-of-the-art innovations.

Pierce knows the challenges you face and can provide the vehicle
to help you confidently handle any emergency: extrication, HazMat,
tactical response, bomb response, firefighting or mobile command
situations.

There’s never been a greater demand for reliable homeland security.
Pierce continues to meet those demands head-on with the necessary
tools and equipment to help you take charge of any situation—
from terrorism to natural disasters. Respond effectively and take
immediate action. With Pierce.

FIRE RESCUE
TACTICAL SUPPORT
Be prepared. The right support.

When the urgent call for support comes in, Pierce Tactical Support
vehicles deliver top-level assistance and unparalleled performance.

Skillfully designed to operate in a wide variety of functions, these
versatile vehicles provide fire/rescue support (personnel, additional
SCBA bottles, salvage and overhaul equipment) and rescue related
support (hydraulic or air tools, air bags, winches, or anything else
needed to get the job done).

When timely specialized support is required, these fighters provide the
right equipment for dive or ice rescue, emergency medical rescue, or
below-grade rescue. Whatever your needs, Pierce can meet them.
Whatever your performance expectations, Pierce will exceed them.

HAZMAT
Custom-designed options. Rapid intervention. Any situation.

HazMat response teams demand vehicles and equipment that allow 
for rapid intervention, no matter what the situation. Because chemical
disasters vary greatly, Pierce produces HazMat vehicles to meet whatever
situation arises, keeping you and your crew keenly focused on the task.

HazMat rescue bodies are smartly configured to efficiently store required
specialized equipment: suits, over-pack drums, and decontamination
equipment. These vehicles frequently feature a crucial command center
within the cab or body, containing indispensable computer equipment,
radio and video monitoring, and weather equipment to assertively
manage the scene. Many feature laboratories for on-the-spot analysis
of materials.

Pierce offers limitless standard and custom body configurations for you
to create the exact HazMat vehicle to meet your specific needs.

SEARCH AND RESCUE
Take control of natural and man-made disasters. 
The right truck with the right tools.

Pierce Search and Rescue vehicles are specially designed to help
you confidently mitigate the unpredictability of natural and man-made
disasters. Not simply a solid and reliable truck, this powerhouse also
carries the tools and equipment that encompass the full spectrum in
rescue and recovery: air and hydraulically-powered tools, winches
and lifting tripods, shoring materials and cutting equipment.

Pierce Search and Rescue trucks are the ultimate in rescue and recovery,
featuring the tools and equipment that are vital to doing the job right.
Choose from countless standard and custom body configurations to
meet your specific needs — and stay ready for anything.

MOBILE COMMAND
Whatever the situation. Take charge.

In today’s volatile environment, it’s often unclear how long your
squad will be deployed to an incident. From a terrorism prevention and
response vehicle to a crime scene support unit, technically advanced
mobile command vehicles provide reliable interoperable communication
abilities when you need it most.

Used as command posts to organize and monitor incidents for long
periods of time, these vehicles are often divided into three spaces: 
a conference room area, a galley/restroom area, and a workstation/
command center. For as long as necessary, you can take charge of any
incident using vital communications equipment—telephone and radio
gear, video monitoring and recording equipment, heating and air
conditioning equipment, and many other amenities. Engineered from
the ground up, Pierce provides a huge number of body lengths on
several commercial and all of our custom chassis. Not only will your
mobile command vehicle be customized to your exact specifications, but
our expert engineers will recommend design enhancements.

BOMB RESPONSE
Take charge of volatile EOD situations. Specialized equipment.

Bomb response teams are under extreme pressure to respond and
react instantly and appropriately. That demands a vehicle that can
safely carry highly specialized equipment and personnel to mitigate 
a bomb threat.

From scene control to explosives collection, Pierce Bomb Response
vehicles are specially designed to help you handle any threatening
situation confidently and proficiently. These units may include highly
advanced bomb retrieval robots, detonation devices, special storage,
tools and ramps. They also have the capacity to tow heavy bomb
containment trailers.

Not only is it important to have the equipment to safely control the
situation, communication with other units is vital. That’s why these
units often feature a command center with radio and video equipment
and room for additional personnel.

TACTICAL SUPPORT SEARCH AND RESCUE MOBILE COMMAND HAZMAT BOMB RESPONSE
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SPECIAL SERVICES
Manage critical situations. Easy to maneuver.

For every conceivable situation, Pierce provides an exceptional
solution in its line of Special Service vehicles. From 14' mobile
command vehicles to 34' Mobile Molecular Testing Labs, Pierce
offers an incredible array of products to help your highly specialized
teams manage any operation. In addition to room for personnel,
these vehicles often include command centers with highly developed
radio and video equipment. Plus, they are amazingly maneuverable,
getting your team right where it needs to be.

Pierce’s knowledgeable team of experts will work with you to develop
a vehicle that fearlessly performs when called—whether that involves
mitigating challenges you’ve seen before or unexpected situations
you never could have foreseen. Our aggressive approach to product
development helps reveal circumstances you may not have considered.

TFFT
Superior mobility. Advanced firefighting capabilities. 
Two top names. One fierce fighter.

Engineered like no other vehicle on the planet, this multi-functional
beast is ready to deploy whenever needed for aircraft rescue, fuel
storage protection, structural firefighting, wildland firefighting, and
rescue extrication in almost any terrain.

The Tactical Fire Fighting Truck (TFFT) is a joint project between
Oshkosh Truck, the top name in severe-duty military vehicles, and 
its subsidiary, Pierce, North America ’s leader in custom fire trucks.
An Oshkosh Truck HEMTT M977 outfitted with Pierce’s advanced 
firefighting capabilities, the TFFT offers superior reliability and 
toughness for extreme firefighting situations. Whatever you can 
imagine and wherever it may strike, the TFFT will step up and deliver
consistent, unprecedented performance. That’s the power of
Oshkosh Truck and Pierce.

You’re committed to upholding national security, defending
against foreign intelligence threats and enforcing federal laws.
Pierce understands the significance of your duties and the magnitude
of your responsibilities. That’s why we design and build vehicles to
meet unique needs and exceed the high standards established by
the federal government.

Although the prevention of terrorism takes precedence, you must
be prepared for many forms of aggression—even from nature in the
form of natural disasters.

No matter what the call—bomb and arson investigation, HazMat
incident, border patrol actions, terrorist activities or natural disaster
reaction—a Pierce vehicle is ready to help you respond to the specific
mission with efficiency and integrity.

The job responsibilities are extreme and the rewards are profound—
the protection of our country, our communities, our people. Pierce
is proud to help you fulfill the promise and commitment you’ve
made to our nation.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

HAZMAT MOBILE COMMAND SPECIAL SERVICES TFFT
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SCBA bottles, salvage and overhaul equipment) and rescue related
support (hydraulic or air tools, air bags, winches, or anything else
needed to get the job done).
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advanced mobile command vehicles provide reliable interoperable
communication abilities when you need it most.

Used as command posts to organize and monitor incidents for long
periods of time, these vehicles are often divided into three spaces: 
a conference room area, a galley/restroom area, and a workstation/
command center. For as long as necessary, you can take charge of 
any incident using vital communications equipment—telephone and
radio gear, video monitoring and recording equipment, heating and
air conditioning equipment, and many other amenities. Engineered
from the ground up, Pierce provides a huge number of body lengths
on several commercial and all of our custom chassis. Not only will
your mobile command vehicle be customized to your exact specifications,
but our expert engineers will recommend design enhancements.

BOMB RESPONSE
Take charge of volatile EOD situations. Specialized equipment. 

Bomb response teams are under extreme pressure to respond and
react instantly and appropriately. That demands a vehicle that can
safely carry highly specialized equipment and personnel to mitigate 
a bomb threat.

From scene control to explosives collection, Pierce Bomb Response
vehicles are specially designed to help you handle any threatening
situation confidently and proficiently. These units may include highly
advanced bomb retrieval robots, detonation devices, special storage,
tools and ramps. They also have the capacity to tow heavy
bomb containment trailers.

Not only is it important to have the equipment to safely control the
situation, communication with other units is vital. That’s why these
units often feature a command center with radio and video equipment
and room for additional personnel.

Protect and serve. No matter what. Pierce understands that,
now more than ever, law enforcement is called upon for a variety of 
situations. So, in addition to your community’s everyday needs, you
now have more sweeping demands—like homeland security concerns.

Pierce appreciates that responsibility to maintain public safety,
under any circumstance. We create the tools to help law enforcement
do its job and coordinate with other departments and agencies. Each
vehicle is custom engineered with a keen understanding of the way
you work, and is backed by the integrity that has made Pierce the
leading name in fire and emergency apparatus for more than 
three decades.

All communities deserve the finest law enforcement protection. Pierce’s
homeland security experts work with you to develop vehicles that provide
maximum performance at the scene that are still affordable.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

TACTICAL SUPPORT SPECIAL SERVICES MOBILE COMMAND BOMB RESPONSE
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For those of you who don’t think of it as just a job.

Call it what you will. A vocation. A calling. A mission. It’s not some nine-to-five-go-home-and-forget-about-it kind of thing. Too much rides on what you 
do and too many things can go wrong if you’re not at the top of your game. That’s why you leave nothing to chance. Why you work with the best.

The same commitment to quality that has driven Pierce Manufacturing to the top of the fire industry is applied to supplying the Federal Government 
and Law Enforcement industries with the most innovative and technical vehicles known to man.

To us, this isn’t just a job, it’s everything.
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